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ONE:
Reporter completes and submits Pitch Form online. The Pitch Form is sent to the General 
Manager (GM), Executive Producer (XP) and Green Light committee

TWO:
The Green Light Committee votes, the XP reviews and final decision is sent to the Reporter 
if it gets a Green light (amber or red with suggestions). If Not Approved: the XP informs the 
Reporter why it wasn’t approved. Reporter must receive a Green Lght before moving forward.

THREE:
The Reporter requests crew and lead videographer. Crew records the shoot. Reporter must 
notify the XP of any delays or cancelations over 45 days from green light. The Reporter con-
tacts their editor, if they have one, or requests an editor from the XP or lead editor.

FOUR:
An editor is assigned (XP and lead editor are informed of editor), completes edit and sends a 
link or copy to the Reporter and XP

FIVE:
The Reporter approves the video. If Not Approved: Reporter gives Editor feedback. Editor 
repeats step four.

SIX:
Editor sends the XP and lead editor current link of segment when completed.

SEVEN: 
Lead Editor with XP distribute link to the Quality Control Team (QCT). QCT reviews the seg-
ment within 3 to 5 days.

EIGHT:
After reviewing feedback from QCT, the XP Green Lights the video. If Not Approved: XP           
replies to Reporter and Editor to revise and resubmit the video with QCT feedback and chang-
es included.

NINE:
Editor drops video into “Edited Videos” on the server in their Editor’s folder or dropbox for lead 
editor.  The Editor notifies the Reporter that the final edit has received a Green Light.

TEN:
Reporter completes and submits the Summary Form. The Summary Form email automati-
cally goes to key people in order to complete AA script and schedule future programming 

ELEVEN:
Completed video moves to the Bank and Production Sheet which gets updated by Traffic or 
Log Production Coordinator. Anthem Alive shows are scheduled 3 to 4 weeks or more ahead 
of current date.Completed videos do not appear in chronological order. Could be months be-
fore airing and may never be on Anthem Alive but elsewhere on the website or Channel 1960.


